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METHOD TO CONVERT AND SHARE SHORT 
MESSAGE SERVICE MESSAGES ON 

WEBSITES 

0001. This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi 
sional Application 61/263,341 filed on Nov. 20, 2009, which 
is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to a computer software 
program, message and methods of converting text and/or 
content from an SMS message received by one user, so that 
the SMS message may shared and posted on websites such as 
Social media websites. 

BACKGROUND 

0003. The wide-spread use of cellular phones and 
increased user demand for Internet access has resulted in 
manufacturers producing new generations of cellular phones 
that have improved service and novel Software applications. 
The latest cellular phone models and other wireless devices 
are equipped with Internet browser software (often called 
“microbrowsers') that enables users to access media content 
on the Internet. Many earlier generation cellular phones do 
not contain microbrowsers or the cellular phone user does not 
want to pay additional monthly subscription fees required so 
that their wireless device or cellular phone has access to 
Internet media content. However, limited Internet access can 
be provided to wireless devices with and without micro 
browsers using a service known as Short Message Service 
(SMS). 
0004 SMS is a subscriber service that operates in similar 
fashion to a pager service. Unlike paging, SMS does not 
require that the wireless device be active and within range 
when the message is sent. If a wireless device is eitherinactive 
or out of range, the SMS message generally is held for a 
period of time until the wireless device either returns to active 
status or is within range. Using SMS, a mobile device may 
send and receive short text messages without establishing a 
Voice circuit connection. These short messages are typically 
limited to 160 alphanumeric characters. The cellular phone 
user sends a short "keyword text message to a short code 
address (usually a 5- or 6-digit number). A server matches the 
keyword message and prepares an SMS message that 
includes the information requested and sends it back to the 
requesting wireless device. For example, a user may want to 
have the latest basketball scores sent directly to his/her cel 
lular phone. A service may exist that sends the latest basket 
ball scores to wireless devices. In this example, in order to 
sign up for the service, the user must text the word “Scores” 
to 555233. The server matches the keyword and sends an 
SMS message back to the requesting mobile phone that con 
tains the latest basketball scores. 
0005 Person-to-person text messaging is the most com 
monly used application and it is what the SMS technology 
was originally designed for. In these kinds of text messaging 
applications, a mobile user types an SMS text message using 
the keypad of his/her mobile phone, then he/she inputs the 
mobile phone number of the recipient and clicks a certain 
option on the screen, such as “Send’ or “OK”, to send the text 
message. When the recipient mobile phone receives the SMS 
text message, it will notify the user by giving out a sound or 
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vibrating. The user can read the SMS text message some time 
later or immediately and can send a text message back if 
he/she wants. In the above example, both the sender and the 
recipient are using mobile devices. However, applications 
and Software exist so that SMS messages may be sent and or 
received using a computer/PC. 
0006. In addition to person-to-person text messaging, 
SMS services can be utilized to send multi-media content, 
pictures, ring tones, etc. A relatively recent application of 
SMS services is wireless advertising, sometimes referred to 
as “mobile marketing.” As wireless devices have become 
increasingly prevalent, marketers have discovered that SMS 
services provide the opportunity to reach an enormous audi 
ence via SMS messaging. In particular, mobile marketers 
have used SMS services to deliver SMS ads, service remind 
ers, “mobile coupons’ and special announcements. In addi 
tion, using two-way SMS messaging, mobile marketers have 
used SMS services to conduct contests, Surveys, trivia games, 
and e-commerce transactions with recipients. 
0007 Sending SMS content from one mobile phone to 
another mobile phone is only one of the ways SMS is utilized. 
There are also web-based mobile SMS-services, commonly 
known as “Web-2-SMS'. A user logs on to a web site (such as 
Group2call.com, GizmoSMS.com, ClearSMS.com, 
Swaggle.com, etc) and sends a text message to a recipient. 
The web interface essentially consists of a database and a 
connection to an SMS Gateway. The SMS Gateway can con 
vert complicated SMS protocols such as SMPP and CIMD 
into more common protocols such as HTTP/HTTPS. The text 
message is then delivered to an SMS Center (SMSC) which 
delivers the message to the recipient's mobile phone. 
0008. One of the limitations of current SMS messaging 
using mobile or cellular phones is that it is difficult for a 
recipient of SMS message content such as advertisements, 
text messages, pictures, etc. to share the content on Social 
media sites, such as Facebook(R) and Twitter R. 

SUMMARY 

0009. The present invention relates to a computer software 
product and a method of converting SMS message content 
received by a user's cellular phone so that it can be posted 
and/or shared on websites. In certain embodiments, the web 
sites to which the information is shared are social media 
websites such as Facebook.(R) and Twitter R. Using the com 
puter software product and the methods describe herein, the 
recipient of an SMS message can easily share the content on 
his/her account on Social media sites. For example, the recipi 
ent has received an SMS message on his/her mobile phone 
containing an electronic coupon for 20% off the total price of 
his/her next purchase. The recipient can post the coupon on 
his personal account on a social media site so that friends may 
also share in the savings. The computer software product and 
methods of thereof allows the recipient to automatically for 
ward the content to his/her Facebook(R) or Twitter Raccounts, 
for example. 
0010. In some embodiments, the user is accessing social 
networking sites. Such as Facebook(R) through a mobile 
device. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0011 FIG. 1 is a schematic representation using a flow 
diagram demonstrating usage of the computer software appli 
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cation and methods of converting SMS message content so 
that it may be shared on websites such as Social media sites. 
0012 FIG. 2 is a schematic representation using a flow 
diagram demonstrating usage of the computer Software appli 
cation and methods of converting SMS message content 
wherein the user generates/saves the content using SMS, 
converts the content using the computer Software program, 
and shares the SMS content with others using his/her account 
on websites such as Social media sites. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0013 The present invention relates to a computer program 
product, and method of converting SMS text messages and 
other SMS content so that the content may be shared on 
websites including, but not limited to, Social media websites. 
0014. An end user will receive a SMS message containing 
a shortened URL. Once the end user clicks on the shortened 
URL, they will be redirected to an intermediary webpage 
containing the computer program product. The computer pro 
gram product is hosted on a single server. The computer 
program product holds 3 items of information: 1) meta data, 
2) a redirect Script, and 3) analytics code. The meta data 
contains the SMS message that will be posted as a link to the 
end user's page on a social media website Such as Facebook.R. 
The redirect script is written in Javascript and/or PHP, and the 
analytic code. When the end users click on the intermediary 
webpage link directly (the shortened URL), it will direct them 
to the intermediary page and then redirect them to the Face 
book(R) login page. Once an end user logs into Facebook(R), 
Facebook.(R) will redirect them and pass the URL of the inter 
mediary page to its share link API. The Facebook(R) share link 
API page will import the metadata from computer program 
product intermediary page and will post it to the Facebook.(R) 
share API, allowing the end user to click share and have the 
link posted to their wall. If the end user or any of his/her 
friends then clicks the link to the intermediary page from 
Facebook.(R), they will be directed to the intermediary page of 
the instant invention. If the computer program product deter 
mines an end user is coming from FacebookR) it will redirect 
them to "clients' homepage such as a vendor Supplying spe 
cific advertisement or coupon, thus never allowing the end 
user to end on the intermediary site. The intermediary page is 
never viewed by the end user but only used as a redirect page. 
00.15 Methods of generating shortened URLs are known 
in the art. The methods described in the art utilize the short 
ened URL for the Sole purpose of accessing another resource 
that is associated with a full identifier, such as a full URL. 
However, unlike previous inventions and methods of obtain 
ing shortened URLs, the computer product and method of the 
instant invention generates a shortened URL that associates 
information such as the SMS message content with the short 
ened URL. In this way, when another user clicks on the shared 
link, that user will not only be directed to the full URL but will 
see the SMS content as well. The computer program product 
will work for all SMS text messages and visual content as 
well. Photos and wallpaper may also be shared using the 
instant invention by setting up the image meta information. 
Sub-links could also be passed through. 
0016. The computer program product must access a secure 
and proprietary database that contains the registered user's 
account information. The user account information may con 
tain, but is not limited to, the user's program identification 
number, user's cellular/mobile phone number, Facebook.(R) 
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and/or other social media identification numbers that may be 
used to access the computer program product. 
0017. The term “advertisement or “advertisements' in 
the instant invention may refer to traditional advertisements 
giving the user information about a specific productor sale, as 
well as special product or service offers, promotional deals, 
instant rebates, coupons, and discounts. "Advertisement' 
may also include notifications and alerts about special events, 
sales, or limited time offers. “Advertisement may further 
include gift cards, frequent shopper rewards, etc. for goods 
and services. “Advertisement may further include digital 
goods such as wallpapers, video, ringtones, and digital flow 
CS 

0018. The computer program product and application 
allow the user to forward, and save SMS content on a website 
as opposed to leaving the content solely on the mobile phone. 
For example, the user may archive old text messages, forward 
incoming messages or archived messages, searchall text mes 
sages based on message content, sender, recipient, time and 
date. The invention also can take advantage of the unlimited 
data plans provided by many wireless providers to avoid 
potential charges and fees associated with users exceeding the 
allotted number of text messages (or charges per text mes 
Sage). 
0019. In addition to providing benefits to individual users, 
the computer program product will also benefit company 
advertisers. Since the recipient desires to share the advertise 
ment and/or SMS content with friends via social media web 
sites, the recipient must have found the advertisement rel 
evant and useful. Friend-based advertisement sharing will 
generate new Sources of revenue from population demo 
graphics that would not respond to traditional media adver 
tising such as television and newspaper advertisements. 
0020 Referring to the drawing, FIG. 1 illustrates via a 
flow diagram in which one mobile phone user, the sender, 
100, sends an SMS text messages or other content to another 
mobile phone user, the recipient, 101. The recipient decides 
that he/she would like to share the content of the SMS mes 
sage with his/her friends on a social networking/media web 
site, 103, such as Facebook R. The recipient utilizes the com 
puter software program, 102, and the methods used therein to 
convert the SMS message and automatically share the content 
on the recipient's social media website account, 103. 
0021 FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating another situa 
tion when user, 104, is creating an SMS message using his/her 
mobile phone and wants to post the message on user's own 
social media website account, 103. The content creator, 104 
utilizes the computer Software program, 102, and the methods 
used therein to convert the SMS message and automatically 
share the content on the recipient's social media website 
account, 103. In this situation, the content generator, 104, in 
addition to posting the SMS message on his/her Social media 
website account, can send selected individual people SMS 
messages to their mobile phones using traditional person-to 
person messaging. 
0022. In one example, the user opts into an SMS campaign 
either by: 1) sending a keyword to short code on the mobile 
phone or 2) entering their mobile phone number on a website/ 
mobile website. The computer software program, 102, sends 
the user SMS content to the user's mobile phone. In addition 
to the text of the message such as “Get a free S10 gift card 
from Larry's Pizza” a shortened URL, unique to this particu 
lar user, is included in the message with the option of sharing 
the SMS content on a social network or other website. If the 
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user clicks on the shortened URL, the computer software 
program, 102, posts the SMS content on the user's social 
media website or other website. The SMS content may be 
either the same as the user originally received, such as "Get a 
free gift card” as in the scenario above or the content may be 
different. For example, the SMS content shared on the web 
site may be a special offer Such as "Get a large pizza at Larry's 
Pizza for S10' with either a shortened URL or a full URL. If 
one of the user's friends or other user viewing the particular 
website is interested in the SMS content or offer, selecting the 
link on the user's shared SMS content, the friend or other user 
is directed to the advertiser's website, in this case Larry's 
Pizza. 
0023. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that 
Some modifications and variations of the present invention 
can be made without departing form the spirit and scope of the 
invention. Thus, it is intended that the present invention cover 
the modifications and variations of this invention provided 
they come within the scope of the claims and their equiva 
lents. 

1. A method for sharing or uploading SMS media content 
on a social networking or other website, the method compris 
ing 

creating the text for an SMS message; 
identifying a destination website where the user may be 

re-directed; 
creating a unique, shortened URL using a computer Soft 
ware product; 

inserting said shortened URL into said SMS message; 
sending said SMS message to a user; 
wherein said user receives said message and clicks on said 

shortened URL in order to share SMS media content; 
and 
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wherein said computer software product directs the user to 
an intermediary website created by the computer soft 
ware product, which posts said SMS media content to 
the user's page on a social media website and directs the 
user to the destination website. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the computer software 
product comprises meta data, re-direct Script, and analytics 
code. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the user receives SMS 
content from another user comprising an individual or adver 
tiser. 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the SMS media content 
comprises a text message. 

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the SMS media content 
comprises a photographic image. 

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the SMS media content 
comprises an audio file. 

7. The method of claim 1 wherein the SMS media content 
comprises a video file. 

8. The method of claim 1 wherein the intermediary website 
is not seen by the user. 

9. A computer-readable medium having stored therein 
computer-readable instructions comprising stored metadata, 
a re-direct Script, and analytics code that allows users to share 
SMS media content on the user's page on a Social media 
website. 

10. The computer-readable medium having stored therein 
computer readable instructions of claim 9 that generates a 
unique, shortened URL for the SMS media content to be 
shared on the social media website. 
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